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ABSTRACT

Analysis the effect of using gray level on the Brain tumor image for improving speed of object detection in the field of Medical Image using image processing technique. Specific areas of interest are image binarization method, Image segmentation. Experiments will be performed by image processing using Matlab. This paper presents a strategy for decreasing the calculation time by using gray level and just one channel Red or Green or Blue in medical Image and analyses its impact in order to improve detection time and the main goal is to reduce time complexity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image processing is a very important field in the whole world these days and has become the necessary field of enhancing and analyze images. The image processing technique provides massive of methods to process and manipulate pictures in many fields, for example edge detection, image compression, facial recognition and medical image. However, image processing overcomes traditional use as a result of computers become more efficient and reliable. A computer is used to making a picture with different types as the properties of images that distinguish its extensions. On the other hand, using technique to alter and interpret real images. The main objectives of image processing are enhancing image quality and detection of information in order to clarify image objects in spite of sophisticated details that sometimes make it difficult to process. It is useful to use image processing methods as the first step to digitize a picture into an image file. The next step is applying some technique to enhance image quality. In addition, Image processing is growing very rapidly, for example, processing of medical image is one of the most important fields due to many reasons such as breast cancer and fracture bone detection, which causes lots of trouble in many years due to lack of research In a global term, image processing is one of computer applications which it uses many algorithms to process the image. Moreover, each algorithm has advantages and disadvantages that affect on image in different positions. Many applications have been developed in order to reach optimal technique that enable researchers to work more efficient and fast in this field. One of the important medical images is Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). X-ray scanners utilize solid magnetic fields, radio waves, and field inclinations to produce pictures of the organs in the body. For instance, MRI is used to diagnose brain tumor in order to detect mass of abnormal tumor which is abnormal cell.
MRI makes it conceivable to introduce many sorts of tissue differentiate by changing excitation and reiteration times, which makes it an exceptionally adaptable instrument for imaging diverse structures of intrigue. Because of the nature and appearance of cerebrum tumors, one MRI arrangement is not adequate to completed portion the tumor including all its sub regions.

2. RESEARCH PAPER OBJECTIVES

This paper focuses on:

1- Analysis The effects of using gray level on Medical Image (MRI image) in order to get less information and improve time complexity and investigate the benefits of using gray level on the brain tumor medical image.

2- Experiments of techniques this paper use on different brain images, analysis, contrast and discuss the results.

3- Produce the conclusion.

3. RELATED WORK

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a fantastic medicinal imaging, especially for brain imaging. MRI inside the human body is useful to see the level of details. Specialists have real specialized and monetary significance of dependable also, quick detection and classification of brain malignancy, malignancy means in advanced stage. MRI is most proficient for the examination of brain tumor recognition and characterization when contrasted with other imaging procedures [1]. Brain tumor is a mass of tissue that grows out of control of the normal forces that regulates growth [2]. The Brain tumor is the most common, occurring malignancy among human beings [3]. The brain abnormality detection and segmentation of MRI images is an exceptionally hard to specify and crucial to assess which is utilized as a part of surgical and restorative arranging and appraisal. The trouble in brain picture examination is primarily because of the necessity of identification procedures with high exactness with speed time [4]. Brain tumor is diagnosed at advanced stages with the help of the MRI image [5]. Medical Image Analysis provides a forum for the dissemination information of new research results in the field of medical and biological image analysis, with special emphasis on efforts related to the applications of computer vision, virtual reality and robotics to biomedical imaging problems [6]. MRI image segmentation is an important but inherently difficult problem in medical image processing [7]. Image segmentation is used to separate objects from the background, and thus it has proved to be a powerful tool in bio-medical imaging. [8]. Tumor segmentation from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) process is an important but time ingesting manual project performed by doctors. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), virtual mammography, and other imaging strategy, supply an efficient way for detecting one-of-a-kind form of tumors[4]. In clinical photograph processing, the problems of reminiscence utilization and low execution velocity are compounded with ever-increasing sizes of information units. Normal high decision Computed Tomography (HRCT) photo sets now consist of masses of 512x512 slices, making up an (nearly) isotropic volume, that's quality treated as one volume for reasons of consistency of effects over the 0.33 axis [9].

In the medical field, it is still needed searching in this area, which is very important in the life because, it saves many people or enable specialized people to find out problems related to this as fast as possible. Many researchers have created image processing techniques to use it in specific system. This techniques has concentrated on advantage step of the process. For instance, using techniques such as an efficient segmentation algorithm by Fast scanning that was fast with the
speed [10] but is not for abnormal region of brain image. There are several basic ways to segment any type of image. For example, Threshold Technique, Edge-Based Segmentation, Region-based Segmentation. However, all previous method work with convert RGB image to grayscale as first step, which consist of value between 0 to 255. From this is good to convert image to grayscale, but this paper proposes to process RGB image directly with extract of one color from the RGB image without converting images. Neeraja Menon and Rohit Ramakrishnan have proposed fast MRI Brain Image segmentation method based on Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [11]. The first step of their work, convert MRI image to grayscale.

P. S. Juhi and S. S. Kumar proposed Bounding box based automatic segmentation of brain tumors using random walker and active contours from brain MRI. They introduced fast and accurate segmentation method by segmenting the most dissimilar regions of a tumor image [12]. None of any algorithms used to process MRI image significantly with one of RGB colors of the original image.

4. METHODS

This section shows examples of some common image processing techniques that have been used in brain tumor for image display, analysis and human interpretation.

Experiment Steps:

1. Load color image from original MRI image.
2. Convert a gray image and read Red, Green and Blue image in order to manipulate each one.
3. Image binarization for each Red, Green and Blue image to select objects and observe the difference between the three images.
4. Histogram for each gray image, Red, Green and Blue image for clarification.
5. Object detection with circle for each Red, Green and Blue image.

The following flowchart shows in pictorial form how a method is finished from begin to the end in sequential step order. Moreover, represent the five steps with flowchart is needed in order to understand the main objective of the paper and it will clarify stages as it appear in figure 1.
4.1 First experiment.

In the first step, load the original MRI image with a brain tumor. The next step, as we can see in the figure 2, convert MRI image to gray image in order to process images and make the comparison.

The next part shows original red, green, blue colors of the image. In this part, we have a choice to extract three colors from gray image or extract one channel from the original color image.

This paper uses the method to extract red, green, blue sequentially and present them in order to apply segmentation and binarization on three colors as it appears in the following figure.
The next section is applying segmentation and binarization function to neglect the connected pixel in specified size in order to present object and detect brain tumor. Furthermore, this will apply on three colors sequentially to analysis the effect of object detection. This is clear in the figure 4.

The histogram is useful to check the distribution of discrete intensity levels or the range of quantities in the specified graph. In the figure 5, it is clear to observe the distribution of one color in each part red, green, blue and its has the same distribution and its presented in figure 5.
The histogram in the next figure is to grayscale image comes from the original color image to
demonstrate the comparison of any color red or green or blue as a result of this there is no
difference between them as it showed in figure 6.

![Figure 6. Presents histogram for the original gray image.](image)

The object detection is very important and it takes part after applying segmentation using the
threshold method with value between 180 and 200 in order to complete segmentation and
binarization to extract a brain tumor from MRI image which is clear in the figure 7. In the three
parts of colors red, green, blue the object appears and can observe. Moreover, the goal of this
detection is to make notification about object detection on each color and observe the difference
as a result the brain tumor appears in the figure 7.

![Figure 7. Shows object detection with circle(a) Red (b) Green (c) Blue image.](image)

4.2. Second experiment.

It is valuable to test and check multiple brain tumor images, in this paper is tested, checked,
verified multiple brain images with different contrast, brightness, noise in order to achieve
detection and make the comparisons and get accurate results. This section repeats the previous
method and steps which starts with a grayscale image that comes from original MRI color image
and its clearly in figure 8, combines all parts.
5. DISCUSSION THE RESULTS

The suggested method is utilized to reduce the process of information needed in the whole brain tumor original image to detect and segment tumor in another image at the beginning of any algorithm, the method proposed dealing directly with the original MRI image without need to convert the original image to grayscale image which will lead to reduce the complexity of code and as the result will lead to reduce the time complexity of the process image as well as minimize the information needed by using one color. Moreover, less information and calculation when check one of three color data. The result of the segmentation and binarization when applying on red, green, blue color of the original image is object detection, which makes the comparison more sufficient to prove the results. The proposed method gives very good results for different MRI images.

6. CONCLUSION

The results prove that, improve the speed of image processing is possible by separating image colors this paper use medical image, brain tumor as a case study to test object detection and the result will be the same if it process separately this directly will lead to enhance of the whole manipulation in the image. Moreover, processing color image to red or green or blue and working with one color will bring this enhancement because of this extract on color for example Red color from color image directly and working with it is better than change image to gray level, furthermore it is like working with less information, less mathematic operation. The benefit of this work will help online algorithm developers, online manipulation and even in image uploading to test fast algorithms and online application. There is no difference in tumor detection between gray image or using one color channel which is clear when compare histograms and
objects in this case it is better to use one channel from a color image without changing color image to grayscale for those cases.
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